Revitalizing the Shore
Navy Shore Strategic Guidance 2024-2029

• Mission: Provide ready regions and installation platforms that deliver warfighting readiness, base operations, and Quality of Service for the Navy

• Vision: A reliable and resilient Shore Enterprise, with agile regions and installation platforms, delivering required Fleet capabilities in peacetime, competition, and conflict

• Aligned with the CNO priorities, we will focus on four LOEs:
  • Align the Shore Enterprise
  • Deliver Fleet-Focused Outcomes
  • Improve Quality of Service
  • Bolster the Foundation
Mission
Provide ready regions and installation platforms that deliver warfighting readiness, base operations, and Quality of Service for the Navy

Vision
A reliable and resilient Shore Enterprise, with agile regions and installation platforms, delivering required Fleet capabilities in peacetime, competition, and conflict

Align the Shore Enterprise
- Codify, Document, and Operationalize Shore Command and Control (C2)
- Improve Fleet Integration
- Train, Educate, Align, and Certify the Workforce
- Improve TYCOM Communications
- Foster a Problem-Solving Culture
- Establish Data Architecture

Deliver Fleet-Focused Outcomes
- Facilitate Integrated Operational Planning
- Establish and Maintain Standards
- Develop our Installation Platforms
- Revalidate Fleet Protection Requirements and Delivery
- Codify Shore TYCOM Role in Capability Development
- Reinforce Culture of Safety

Improve Quality of Service
- Refine Core QOL and Establish QOS Standards
- Improve Junior Sailor Living Options
- Deliver a Flexible Portfolio with Market-Driven, Agile Programs
- Foster Sailor Connectedness
- Strengthen Oversight of Public Private Venture (PPV) and Government Housing
- Maximize Childcare Opportunities

Bolster the Foundation
- Innovate Delivery of Infrastructure Capabilities
- Right-Size the Shore
- Focus Investment on Most Consequential Fleet Outcomes
- Improve Planning, Acquisition, and Programming
- Execute Shipyard Infrastructure Optimization Program (SIOP)
- Improve Installation Sustainability

CNIC Desired Outcome
Enable the Navy Shore Enterprise to better deliver outcomes for the Fleet